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We report on the observation of the circular photogalvanic effect in Si-metal-oxide-semiconductor field-
effect transistors with inversion channel excited by terahertz radiation. We demonstrate that in spite of the fact
that the photocurrent is caused by transfer of the photon angular momentum to free carriers, it is not due to spin
orientation but has a pure orbital origin. It results from the quantum interference of different pathways con-
tributing to the free-carrier absorption of monochromatic radiation.
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The spin of electrons and holes in solid-state systems is an
intensively studied quantum mechanical property showing a
large variety of interesting physical phenomena. One of the
most frequently used and powerful methods of generation
and investigation of spin polarization is optical orientation
with circularly polarized light.1 Besides purely optical phe-
nomena such as circularly polarized photoluminescence, the
optical generation of an unbalanced spin distribution in a
semiconductor may lead to helicity-dependent photocurrents,
e.g., circular photogalvanic effect �CPGE�.2–4 CPGE current
is excited only by light of nonzero helicity and reverses its
direction upon switching the sign of circular polarization. So
far, the CPGE has only been detected in materials with
strong spin-orbit coupling and described by microscopic
mechanisms based on spin-related processes.2–4

Here we report on the observation of the CPGE caused by
absorption of terahertz radiation in Si-metal-oxide-
semiconductor field-effect transistors �Si-MOSFETs�. The
experimental demonstration of the existence of a helicity-
sensitive photocurrent in Si-based structures is of particular
interest. Silicon is characterized by a vanishingly small spin-
orbit coupling which makes spin-related mechanisms of the
CPGE ineffective and, therefore, cannot account for the ob-
served helicity-dependent photocurrent. Thus, an access in
explaining the CPGE is required, involving mechanisms of
pure orbital �spin-unrelated� origin. Here, we show that the
CPGE in our structures is due to quantum interference of
different pathways contributing to monochromatic radiation
absorption. This effect has been predicted theoretically5 �see
also Refs. 6 and 7� but not observed so far. Quantum inter-
ference plays an important role in various transport and op-
tical phenomena. It has also been shown that it can induce
photocurrents. Here, however, in contrast to the well-known
photocurrents caused by quantum interference of one- and
two-photon absorption processes in two color light,8–11 the
photocurrent is due to quantum interference in the elemen-
tary one-photon absorption process.

We study n-type MOSFETs prepared on miscut Si sur-
faces to reduce spacial symmetry and enable photocurrents at
normal incidence. The surfaces of our samples are tilted by
the angle �=9.7° �sample 1� or �=10.7° �sample 2� from the

�001� plane around x � �11̄0�. We note, that the point group
describing the miscut transistors is Cs with x normal to the

mirror reflection plane. Two transistors of 1.2�0.4 mm2

size oriented along and normal to the inclination direction
A � y with semitransparent Ti gates of 10 nm thickness are
prepared on each substrate. Variation in the gate voltage Vg
from 1 to 10 V enables us to change the carrier density Ns
from 1.5 to 15�1011 cm−2 and the energy spacing �21 be-
tween the size-quantized subbands e1 and e2 from 2 to 20
meV. The peak electron mobility � in the channel is about
103 and 2�104 cm2 /V s at T=296 and 4.2 K. For optical
excitation we used a pulsed NH3 laser.3 The laser generates
radiation pulses ��100 ns� with a power P�5 kW and
wavelengths �=76, 90.5, and 148 �m corresponding to the
photon energies �	=16.3, 13.7, and 8.4 meV, respectively.
Applying � /4 plates we modify the radiation helicity as
Pcirc=sin 2
, where 
 is the angle between the plate optical
axis and the incoming laser polarization. The photocurrents
are measured between source and drain via the voltage drop
across a 50 � resistor.

Irradiating MOSFET structures at normal incidence �see
inset to Fig. 1� we observed a photocurrent signal with the
temporal structure reproducing the laser pulse. The photocur-
rent detected by the transistors aligned perpendicular to A
reverses its direction upon switching the radiation helicity
from left- to right-handed circular polarizations and is caused
by the CPGE. In contrast, the photocurrent measured in tran-
sistors aligned along A is the same for both polarizations and

FIG. 1. Normalized photocurrent Jx / P measured in sample 1 as
a function of the angle 
. Full line is a fit to Eq. �1�. Dashed and
dotted lines show the CPGE and LPGE contributions, respectively.
The inset sketches the experimental setup.
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is due to linear photogalvanic effect �LPGE�. These observa-
tions are in agreement with the phenomenological theory of
the photogalvanic effects in structures of Cs symmetry.4 Be-
low we focus only on transistors showing the CPGE.

First we discuss data obtained at room temperature. Fig-
ure 1 shows the dependence of the photocurrent on the angle

 which can be well fitted by the phenomenological
equation2,3

J�
� = JC sin 2
 + �JL/2�sin 4
 . �1�

Here, the first and the second terms describe the CPGE and
LPGE, respectively. Figure 1 shows the substantial contribu-
tion of the CPGE to the total current. This feature persists for
all Vg and �	 used in our experiments.

Figure 2�a� shows the dependences of the CPGE contri-
butions JC to the total photocurrent measured as a function of
the gate voltage Vg. The CPGE contribution is obtained by
taking the difference between photoresponses to the right-
and left-handed radiations yielding the CPGE current JC
= �J�
=45°�−J�
=135°�� /2. Applying linearly polarized ra-
diation which excludes CPGE we also investigated the
LPGE. Using � /2 plates we varied the angle � between the
electric field of radiation and the x axis and obtained that the
LPGE can be well fitted by the phenomenological equation3

J��� = JL sin 2� , �2�

with the same parameter JL as used in Eq. �1�. The depen-
dence of the LPGE contribution on the gate voltage is shown
in Fig. 2�b� where JL= �J��=45°�−J��=135°�� /2 is plotted
for several radiation photon energies.

As follows from Fig. 2�b�, the LPGE current has the same
sign for every �	 used and its magnitude increases with the
gate voltage. Such a dependence can be attributed to the
increase of the electron density in the inversion channel and,
therefore, the Drude absorption enhancement. The CPGE be-

havior, in contrast, is more complicated �see Fig. 2�a��. We
observe that the direction of the CPGE current is opposite for
�	=8.4 and 13.7 meV. Moreover, for �	=16.3 meV the
signal changes its sign with the Vg increase. We note that we
cannot attribute this gate voltage to any characteristic energy
in the band structure.

At low temperatures the behavior of the photocurrent
upon variation in the radiation polarization remains the same.
All data can be well fitted by Eqs. �1� and �2� with compa-
rable magnitudes of JC and JL proving the presence of both
CPGE and LPGE. The gate voltage behavior, however,
changes drastically as demonstrated in Fig. 3�a� for sample 1.
The LPGE current, instead of smooth dependence observed
at room temperature, shows a resonant response �see Fig.
3�b��. The peak position depends on the photon energy and
corresponds to the �	��21 as it has been additionally
proved by the photoconductive measurements in biased tran-
sistors. The CPGE photocurrent changes its sign upon Vg
variation and vanishes at resonance, �	��21, where the
LPGE achieves its maximum �see Fig. 3�. This is in contrast
to the room-temperature data where inversion has been de-
tected for �	=16.3 meV only and did not fit to the intersub-
band resonance. The inset of Fig. 3 shows the gate voltages
of the CPGE inversion, Vg

inv, as a function of the photon
energy.

The observation of the CPGE apart the intersubband reso-
nance demonstrates that the free-carrier absorption of circu-
larly polarized light gives rise to the helicity-dependent cur-
rent. Below we consider theoretically this process and show
that the CPGE is caused by the interference of different path-
ways contributing to the radiation absorption. Figure 4�a�
sketches the indirect optical transitions within the ground
subband e1. Due to the energy and momentum conservation,
the transitions can only occur if the electron-photon interac-
tion is accompanied by simultaneous electron scattering by

(

(

FIG. 2. Normalized photogalvanic currents as a function of the
gate voltage. �a� CPGE and �b� LPGE. The inset shows the LPGE
current as a function of the azimuth angle �.

(

(

FIG. 3. �a� CPGE and �b� LPGE currents as a function of the Vg.
The inset shows Vg

inv as a function �	.
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phonons or static defects. Such optical transitions are treated
as second-order virtual processes via intermediate states. Fig-
ures 4�b�–4�d� show possible absorption pathways with the
intermediate states in the e1 and e2 subbands.

The dominant contribution to the Drude absorption in-
volves intermediate states within the e1 subband. Such tran-
sitions �path I� are shown in Figs. 4�b� and 4�d� for the pro-
cess where the electron-photon interaction is followed by
electron scattering �Fig. 4�b�� and the inverted sequence pro-
cess �Fig. 4�d��. The matrix element of the intrasubband op-
tical transitions with intermediate states in the e1 subband on
the vicinal silicon surface has the form7

Mk�k
�I� =

eA

c	
	 �kx� − kx�ex

mxx
+

�ky� − ky�ey

myy

V11, �3�

where e is the electron charge, A is the amplitude of the
electromagnetic wave, 	 is the radiation frequency, mxx
=m� and myy = �m� cos2 �+m� sin2 �� are the effective elec-
tron masses in the channel plane being different from each
other due to the deviation of the channel plane from �001� by
the angle �, m� and m� are the longitudinal and transverse
effective masses in the valley in bulk Si, e= �ex ,ey� is the unit
vector of the light polarization, and V11 is the matrix element
of electron scattering within the subband e1. While the ma-
trix element is odd in the wave vector, the absorption prob-
ability given by the squared matrix element is even in
�k�−k�. Thus, this type of processes alone does not introduce
an asymmetry in the carrier distribution in k space and, con-
sequently, does not yield a current.

Pathways II via states in the e2 subband are sketched in
Figs. 4�d� and 4�e�. They involve virtual intersubband optical
transitions which in miscut structures are allowed by selec-
tion rules even at normal incidence of light.6,12 The matrix
element of path II optical transitions has the form

Mk�k
�II� = 2i

eA

c�

mzz

myz

�	�21z21

��	�2 − �21
2 eyV12, �4�

where

1/mzz = cos2 �/m� + sin2 �/m�,

1/myz = �1/m� − 1/m��cos � sin �

is the off-diagonal component of the reciprocal effective
mass tensor, z21 is the coordinate matrix element, and V12 is
the matrix element of intersubband scattering. Equation �4�
shows that this type of indirect transitions is independent of
k and, consequently, also does not result in an electric
current.

The photocurrent emerges due to the quantum interfer-
ence of all virtual transitions considered above. Indeed, the
total probability for the real optical transition k→k� is given
by the squared modulus of the sum of matrix elements
describing individual pathways

Wk�k  �Mk�k
�I� �2 + �Mk�k

�II� �2 + 2 Re�Mk�k
�I� Mk�k

�II��� . �5�

Beside the probabilities of individual processes given by the
first and the second term in the right-hand side of this equa-
tion, it contains the interference term. By using Eqs. �3� and
�4� we derive for the latter term

Re�Mk�k
�I� Mk�k

�II���  �kx� − kx�i�exey
� − ex

�ey�F��	� . �6�

This term is linear in the wave vector and, therefore, results
in different rates for the transitions to the positive and nega-
tive kx�. This, in turn, leads to an imbalance in the carrier
distribution between kx� and −kx�, i.e., to an electric current jx.
Such a difference in the real optical transition rates caused by
constructive or destructive interference of various pathways
is illustrated in Fig. 4�a�. Moreover, the sign of the interfer-
ence term is determined by the radiation helicity because
i�exey

�−ex
�ey�= ôzPcirc, where ô is a unit vector pointing along

the light propagation direction. Therefore, the imbalance of
the carrier distribution in k space and, consequently, the pho-
tocurrent reverse upon switching the light helicity.

Equation �6� also explains the inversion of the CPGE by
varying the energy separation between the subbands from
�21��	 to �21��	. Indeed, the interference term is propor-
tional to the function F��	�1 / ���	�2−�12

2 �, which stems
from the matrix element describing virtual transitions via the
e2 subband �see Eq. �4��. In the vicinity of the absorption
peak, the photocurrent increases drastically and undergoes
spectral inversion. In real structures the dependence becomes
smooth because of the broadening but the inversion remains.
At room temperature the excited subbands, e2, e3, etc., are
also occupied in the equilibrium and contribute to the current
formation. Therefore the spectral behavior of the CPGE is
more complicated and the point of inversion does not corre-
spond to �	=�21 anymore, as observed in experiment.

Assuming the electron scattering by short-range static de-
fects, we write for the photocurrent5,7

j = e
8�

�
�
k,k�

��p��k��v�k�� − �p��k�v�k���f��k�

− f��k���2 Re�Mk�k
�I� Mk�k

�II������k� − �k − �	� , �7�

where �p��k� is the momentum relaxation time, vx�k�
=�kx /mxx and vy�k�=�ky /myy are the velocity components,

(

( (

( (

FIG. 4. �Color online� Microscopic model of the CPGE. �a�
Indirect optical transitions due to absorption of circularly polarized
light. Bend arrows of various thickness indicate the difference in
transition rates caused by the quantum interference of various path-
ways. �b�–�e� Pathways via intermediate states iI and iII. Here, the
solid arrows illustrate electron-photon interaction and the dashed
arrows show scattering events.
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�k is the electron kinetic energy measured from the subband
bottom, f��k� is the function of equilibrium carrier distribu-
tion in the subband e1, and factor 8 in Eq. �7� accounts for
the spin and valley degeneracy. Finally, we derive for the
circular photocurrent density in Si-MOSFET structures with
a small declination angle �

jx = e�p
m�

myz

V11V12�
V11

2 �
�21z21	�x

�21
2 − ��	�2 ôzIPcirc, �8�

where �x is the channel absorbance for the radiation polar-
ized along the x axis, I is the radiation intensity, and the
angle brackets stand for averaging over the spacial distribu-
tion of scatterers. Equation �8� describes the CPGE caused
by the free-carrier absorption at �	��21 when the kinetic
energy of photoexcited carriers is smaller than �21. For elec-
trons generated with �	��21 the momentum relaxation time
gets shorter because of the additional relaxation channel
caused by the intersubband scattering. Consequently, the
magnitude of the current is smaller for �	��21 �low Vg�
than that at �	��21 �high Vg�. This can be responsible for
the observed asymmetry in the gate voltage dependence of
the photocurrent in the intersubband resonant vicinity �see
Fig. 3�a��. The gate voltage changes also the channel profile

which can be taken into account assuming that the ratio
V11V12� / V11

2 � and the coordinate matrix element z21 depend
on Vg. At �	��21, possible contributions to the CPGE due
to the intersubband optical transitions as well as the
scattering-induced broadening of the absorption peak should
also be taken into account.6

The magnitude of the CPGE detected in sample 1 for
�	=8.4 meV and Vg=3 V is Jx / P�1 nA /W, yielding the
current density jx / I�0.1 nA cm /W. The same order of
magnitude is obtained from Eq. �8� for the structure with the
vicinal angle �=9.7°, the carrier density Ns=5�1011 cm−2

�Vg=3 V�, the channel width a=80 Å, and the structure
asymmetry degree V11V12� / V11

2 �=10−2.
To summarize, we demonstrate in experiments on Si-

based structures that the photon helicity-dependent photocur-
rents can be generated in low-dimensional semiconductors
even with vanishingly small spin-orbit interaction. The
mechanism of the photocurrent formation is based on the
quantum interference of different pathways contributing to
the radiation absorption.
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